MINUTES
April 7, 2004

The College Curriculum Committee met at 10:00 am in the CE conference room (EC 3665).

The Committee members who were present at the meeting (alphabetically):

Dr. Malcolm Heimer, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Berrin Tansel, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Sabri Tosunoglu, Mechanical and Materials Engineering

General issues/announcements

[1.0] Announcements:

[1.1] Special Meeting of the College Curriculum Committee on Entrepreneurship Courses

The College Curriculum Committee held a special meeting with Dean Prasad and Dr. Ted Lee on March 29, 2004 at 10:00 in the Dean’s Conference Room to discuss the structure of courses offered on entrepreneurship. The courses that cover the entrepreneurship concepts should be processed through the Industrial Engineering department. The Dean’s office will develop a tracking system for the students enrolling from each department.

New Business

[2.0] New course proposals received, tabled and approved subject to modifications:

[2.1] CGN 4XXX Introduction to the Design of Highway Bridges (CEE)

[2.2] CGN 4XXX Introduction to the Design of Tall Buildings (CEE)
Old Business

[3.0] Proposals approved, signed and forwarded to the Dean’s office:

[3.1] EMA 5XXX Ceramic Processing (MME)

[3.2] EMA 6XXX Transmission Electron Microscopy (MME)

[3.3] EMA 6XXX Mechanical Properties of Polymers (MME)


[3.5] EMA 5XXX Nanoparticle Technology (MME)

[3.5] EMA 6XXX Electronic Processes of Ceramic Materials (MME)

[3.7] EMA 6XXX Polymer Processing and Engineering (MME)

[3.8] EIN 2 XXX Introduction to Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISE)

[2.1] CGN 4XXX Introduction to the Design of Highway Bridges (CEE)

[2.2] CGN 4XXX Introduction to the Design of Tall Buildings (CEE)

[5.0] New degree program under review:

[5.1] Proposal to Establish PhD in Material Science and Engineering (MME)

The meeting adjourned at 11:00 am. This was last meeting of the College Curriculum Committee for the 2003-2004 academic year.

Dr. Sabri Tosunoglu, Chair
Dr. Berrin Tansel, Secretary